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since the model can produce better results than others
statistical models [13]. Recent studies have shown that
self-similarity model is widely used for Internet traffic
modeling and analysis [3], [4] [7], [9], [11], [12].
According to self-similarity model, the autocorrelation
of inter arrival traffic packets is assuming to exhibit
hyperbolic decay and Long Range Dependent (LRD).
These assumptions are true for normal traffic but in the
presence of malicious traffic such as Denial of Service
(DoS) packets, the self-similarity distribution error [15]
is introduced. Consequently, Loss of Self-similarity
(LoSS) is detected [1], [6], [15] and this can be used to
alert security analysts the presence of uncontrolled
self-similarity structure in the network [4]. As a result,
packets queue buffer delay and packets drop rates will
drastically increased [4] hence degrading Quality of
Service (QoS) performance.
Implementation of LoSS detection with Second
Order Self-Similarity (SOSS) statistical model has
been introduced due to high speed and accuracy needs
[6]. Previous work [6], however, used fixed sampling
time series packets which is insufficient to reveal selfsimilarity distribution error correctly [14]. In this work,
we investigate LoSS detection accuracy and its
dependency on two variables known as sampling (or
aggregation) level and correlation lag. This is
important when combining the idea of exact and
asymptotic self-similarity models concurrently in the
parameter estimation method. In exact and asymptotic
self-similarity models, sampling level does not affect
the self-similarity parameter estimation for normal
traffic. In the presence of self-similarity distribution
error such as exists in malicious traffic traces,
however, their autocovariance and variance decay are
not identical. Thus, it can be shown that sampling level

Abstract
This paper investigates Loss of Self-similarity
(LoSS) detection performance using Exact and
Asymptotic Second Order Self-Similarity (ESOSS and
ASOSS) models. Previous works on LoSS detection
have used ESOSS model with fixed sampling that we
believe is insufficient to reveal LoSS detection
efficiently. In this work, we study two variables known
as sampling level and correlation lag in order to
improve LoSS detection accuracy. This is important
when ESOSS and ASOSS models are considered
concurrently in the self-similarity parameter
estimation method. We used the Optimization Method
(OM) to estimate the self-similarity parameter value
since it was proven faster and more accurate
compared to known methods in the literature. Our
simulation results show that normal traffic behavior is
not influenced by the sampling parameter. For
abnormal traffic, however, LoSS detection accuracy is
very much affected by the value of sampling level and
correlation lag used in the estimation.

1. Introduction
Internet traffic monitoring especially to detect
anomaly traffic behavior presence in the network is
essential to ensure uninterrupted Internet services.
There are several anomaly traffic detection models that
have been applied in the previous works including
statistical moments (i.e. mean and standard deviation
models), multivariate model and time series model
[13]. When dealing with huge amount of traffic packets
where Internet behavior keeps changing, anomaly
traffic detection using time series model is preferred
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and correlation lag are two important parameters that
can reveal LoSS detection accurately.
In this work, we use Second Order Self-similarity
(SOSS) statistical model and the Optimization Method
(OM) that was developed in [7] to estimate the selfsimilarity parameter or Hurst (H) value. According to
the previous work [6], LoSS is detected if the Curve
Fitting Error (CFE) estimated using OM exceeds the
threshold value. We presume anomaly traffic detection
based on LoSS and CFE criterion will suffer high false
alarm detection rate if improper sampling level and
insufficient correlation lag process are used. Thus, this
work is aimed to analyze LoSS detection performance
using different values of sampling level and correlation
lag. The effect of these parameters in minimizing the
CFE accuracy and estimation time speed is
investigated. This paper is organized as the following.
Section 2 discuses in brief the mathematical definitions
of self-similarity models and LoSS detection method.
The experimental procedure and empirical analyses are
presented in Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are
summarized in Section-4.
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Let X(t) be a stochastic time series processes with
second order stationary that follow self-similarity
features. The autocovariance decays of X(t) and
aggregated X(m)(t) should follow ESOSS model as
shown in equation (7):
m
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where m is sampling level, k is correlation lag, Co is
constant and β is self-similarity parameter. In real
Internet traffic packets, however, the self-similarity
processes is also considered as processes x(j) in the
class X of those stationary processes that feature as
asymptotic decays in autocovariance [10]. Thus, we
should consider ESOSS and ASOSS models
concurrently in order to estimate the self-similarity
parameter correctly for normal and abnormal traffic.
Equations (8), (9) and (10) define autocovariance,
variance and autocorrelation for aggregated process
X(m)(t) [10] as follow:
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2.2 LoSS Detection Using Parameter’s
Adjustment Based on ASOSS Model

Let X = { X (t ), t > 0} denotes the aggregation
process of X(t) at aggregation level m > 0 . Thus, we
have:
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where ρ(k) denotes the autocorrelation function of the
model with parameter β that we would like to fit the
data to, ρn(k) is the sample autocorrelation function of
the data, and K is the largest value of k such that it
minimize the edge effect for the calculation of ρn(k). If
the minimum of EK(β) is less than 10-3 , then the data

variance σ and autocorrelation ρ ( k ) as follow:
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There are several methods to estimate H. In this
paper we use OM that was developed in [7] which was
proven relatively fast and accurate compared to other
methods such as the wavelet method. The OM defines
Curve-Fitting Error (CFE) function as EK(β) such as:
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3. Experimental and Empirical Analyses
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We have evaluated the proposed LoSS analysis
approach with different datasets which includes
synthetic fractional Gaussion noise (fGn) [8],
University of North Carolina (UNC) 2002 and 2003
datasets [11], and Internet traffic FSKSMNet 2006
dataset [14]. The synthetic fGn trace is an artificial
traffic packets that exhibit ESOSS model and about
180,000 packets are generated for the testing. On the
other hand, UNC2002 is a suspicious trace that was
captured in the UNC network infrastructure while
UNC2003 represents a normal traffic trace. We have
simulated the FSKSMNet traffic traces as to compare
with current Internet traffic packets in the Faculty of
Computer Science and Information Systems (FCSIS).
Our traffic simulation is about 30 minute’s duration
which consists of normal traffic that was filtered by
network firewall and administration policy of FCSIS.
On the other hand, our malicious simulation traffic
contains TCP SYN and UDP flood attacks at
controlled rates. The percentage protocol for normal
traffic presented as almost 97% is dominated by TCP
protocol while UDP is less than 2.5%. The ICMP,
IGMP and others protocol are less than 0.5%. The
malicious traffic, on the other hand, contains protocol
of 28% TCP SYN and 27% UDP flooding while
normal protocols of TCP and UDP are 41% and 3%.
The remainder are ICMP, IGMP and others which less
than 0.5%. We sample all the simulation traces with
sampling level 10ms < m < 1000ms [14]. Meanwhile,
we use the correlation lag parameter with the value
changes from 50 up to 500. In the process of LoSS
detection purposes, we use the criterion of normal
behavior as CFE < 10-3 [7] while abnormal behavior as
CFE > 10-3 where LoSS is detected [6].

(10)
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where C1, C2 and C3 are constants.
The self-similarity parameter estimation from
previous works [7], [9], [11] have used assumption that
normal Internet traffic follows ESOSS model which its
characteristics should follow equations (8) to (10).
Equation (10) clearly demonstrates that autocorrelation
decay does not affected by aggregation level (m)
parameter. On the other hand, correlation lag (k) plays
an important role to obtain high accuracy of selfsimilarity parameter (β) estimation. In theory, k equal
to one is enough to estimate β provided the selfsimilarity behavior pattern is known prior to the
estimation process. In practice, however, real Internet
traffic behaviors are mixed from many sources such as
various Internet applications, user’s actions, network
infrastructure [3] and traffic models [12]. Furthermore,
modern Internet traffic can go beyond normal selfsimilarity or LRD behavior such as multi-fractal and
chaotic behavior [2], [5]. Therefore, suitable value of k
is needed in order to accurately estimate CFE without
sacrificing negligible long tail correlation value.
In the presence of malicious traffic such as DoS
packets, high intensity of DoS packets can disturb
Internet traffic behavior and produce self-similarity
distribution error. Thus, normal characteristics of
equations (8) to (10) are not valid where LoSS can be
detected. Equation (11) shows that for abnormal traffic,
the autocovariance and variance decaying pattern of
C1 m
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are not identical hence not

following the normal self-similarity pattern as shown
in equation (10).
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3.2 LoSS Detection for Synthetic fGn
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Figure 1 shows the result of LoSS estimation for
fGn trace with different sampling level (m) and
correlation lag (k) values. The result clearly shown that
zero LoSS is detected for the synthetic trace since the
CFE estimation is always below the threshold
regardless of m and k values are used. This shows that
the fGn trace follows ESOSS model where sampling
parameter m does not affect the estimation process of
self-similarity parameter. Thus, the traffic behavior
estimated using small or high m will provide similar
behavior as shown by equation (4). Equation (4) shows
parameter that can influence CFE accuracy is
correlation lag k. Our result, however, demonstrates the

(11)

This shows that for detecting malicious traffic,
aggregation and correlation lag are two parameters that
need to be considered for estimating the CFE value
correctly in order to improve LoSS detection accuracy.
We investigate parameter adjustment that considers
sampling level at micro sampling range (i.e. below one
second) [2], [5] which known as engineering factor [2]
for Internet protocol design. Meanwhile, we limit the
change value of correlation lag below one thousand in
order to avoid longer time estimation and maintain
high speed LoSS detection performance.
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correlation lag such as 50 [7] to estimate the selfsimilarity parameter correctly.

CFE accuracy for fGn trace is not exceeding threshold
value despite using various incremented values of k.
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Figure 1. LoSS detection performance for fGn
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The results of LoSS detection for normal Internet
traffic simulation traces are shown in Figure 2 (a) for
UNC2003 and (b) for FSKSMNet 2006 respectively.
The details of CFE estimation for UNC2003 trace are
presented in Table 1. It is clearly illustrated in Figure
2(a) that normal of UNC2003 trace is almost following
ESOSS model as shown in equation (4). The CFE
estimation at all m and k is estimated below the
threshold value except for m less than 100ms. As
shown in Table 1, the self-similarity parameter of
normal trace is incorrectly estimated if small sampling
level such as m equal 50ms and small correlation lag
such as k equal 50 are used. Meanwhile, Figure 2(b)
shows that the normal FSKSMNet traffic trace follows
ESOSS model where their CFE estimation is below the
threshold for all m and k values. The results
demonstrate that the estimated CFE values do not
exceed the threshold even though k is increased to
higher value such as 500 for all m. The increment of k
at each value of m, however, increases the accuracy of
CFE estimation towards fitting the SOSS model.
Our results demonstrate that for normal Internet
traffic that follows ESOSS model, m does not
influence the self-similarity parameter estimation
accuracy. This characteristic is clearly shown by
equations (4) and (10) to represent normal traffic
behavior. The results also agree with previous works in
[7], [9] that fixed sampling can be used to estimate the
self-similarity parameter correctly, provided the
normal traffic trace follows ESOSS model. Thus, it is
sufficient for normal trace to apply sampling level such
as 10ms or 100ms [9], [11] together with small
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Figure 2. LoSS detection performance for normal
traffic traces: (a) UNC2003 (b) FSKSMNet 2006
Table 1. Details CFE estimation for normal:
UNC2003
Auto-correlation lag (k)

Sampling
(m)

50

100

200

300

400

500

10

0.0006

0.0009

0.0005

0.0004

0.0003

0.0002

50

0.0014

0.0007

0.0004

0.0002

0.0002

0.0002

100

0.0008

0.0004

0.0002

0.0002

0.0001

0.0001

200

0.0004

0.0002

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

500

0.0002
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0.0001
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700
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0.0002
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1000
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that the LoSS occurrence can be revealed efficiently if
we increase sampling level to higher value such as
larger than 200ms. This can be shown in Table 2 such
as at sampling level m equal 200ms and k bigger than
200, LoSS is fully detected. Similarly, the LoSS
occurrence is also entirely revealed and detected at m
larger than 500ms and k bigger than 50 are used.
On the other hand, the results of LoSS detection for
FSKSMNet 2006 trace is illustrated in Figure 4 and the
details are presented in Table 3. Figure 4 demonstrates
similar pattern with Figure 3 where LoSS detection
accuracy is very much depending on parameter m and
k. As shown in Table 3, the malicious trace follows
normal SOSS model at small sampling level such as m
equal 10ms for all values of k. The increment of
sampling level, however, can improve the accuracy of
LoSS detection as in the previous results of UNC2002
trace. For instance, at m equal 50ms, 100ms and
200ms; LoSS is revealed when using k bigger than
300, 100 and 50 respectively. Meanwhile, at m larger
than 500ms LoSS is fully detected regardless any
values of k between 50 < k < 500 are used.

3.4 LoSS Detection for Abnormal Traffic
Parameters adjustment which involves m and k in
equation (11) can significantly influence LoSS
detection accuracy. The result of LoSS detection
pattern for suspicious trace UNC2002 is illustrated in
Figure 3 while the details are presented in Table 2. It is
clearly shown in Figure 3 that different combination of
m and k used in estimation method can either detect
LoSS successfully or LoSS is undetected. The results
show that at each level of m, different values of k can
give different estimation of CFE accuracy. Thus,
improper values of m and k chosen in the estimation
method can contribute high false alarm LoSS
detection.
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Figure 3. LoSS detection for suspicious traffic
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Table 2. Details CFE estimation for suspicious:
UNC2002
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Figure 4. LoSS detection for malicious traffic
FSKSMNet 2006
Table 3. Details CFE estimation for malicious:
FSKSMNet 2006

As shown in Table 2, at small m such as 10ms and k
uses less than 100, LoSS is detected for the suspicious
trace. However, the traffic trace follows SOSS model if
k bigger than 100 is used. Meanwhile, the trace has
zero LoSS detection at m equal 50ms and 100ms when
k less than 500 is used. Thus, our result demonstrates

Auto-correlation lag (k)

Sampling
(m)
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0.0000

0.0000

0.0000
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0.0022
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0.0205
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1000
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